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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, old mosque are kept increasing in number because of the outdated architecture, 
language that do not follow the modernism in the urban fabric. This situation is happening 
in many places due to the development in the city are too modernized and old mosques are 
being outdated. Hence, the Muslims are building a new modern design mosque in the city 
and the old mosques are being abandoned. Old mosques are considered as historical or 
heritage building that have a deep relationship with Muslim and Islam. The basic function 
of a mosque is a praying hall for Muslims. On the other way, initial mosque is also as a place 
where the travelers to borrow place to stay. Basically, a mosque is a symbolic place for a 
Muslim, which means humble in this world. To lead and carry the Muslims gather in one 
place is the initial a function of a mosque. Nevertheless, the mosque Islamic architecture 
such as dome and its special decoration features made, its been famous around the world. 
However, what's more significant is the features are to the Muslim Ummah (community). 
Some events and function were carried out in a mosque that can gather the Muslim 
community together such a community center, a social center, and an education center. 
This kind of activity is welcoming and empower both old and new members of the mosque. 
Furthermore, a mosque is a place that teach and practice Muslims to hold the five 
obligatory daily prayers. The most important praying event is the jumunah prayers, or 
Friday prayers. Then, every Friday on 12pm to 2 pm, all men are required to gather in the 
mosque to practice the jumanah praying. The preach often have a principal of  practical 
oblique, which are try to integrate every things in the daily life with the Islamic teaching 
and beliefs. Jumanah is a main event that must be carry by the Muslim male and it is even a 
main activity is politic. Muslim believe that the preach are duty to gather the community 
members together to assemblage standing side by side that facing Mecca to pray and 
united their faith and sincere to their god, Allah. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The reason of abandoned old mosque increasing is not only effected by the old design in architecture, yet 

the function of the old mosque itself which are already outdated that do not fulfill the space  requirement of 

Muslim to carry their praying activity and ritual. So the Muslim are rebuild or build new mosque nearby with 

modern architecture and with new consideration of spacing based on modern requirement (Frishman, M., et al., 

2002). But, they do not know what to do with old mosque. Isn't available to introduce new function or new 

activity in old mosque to remain the existing of that old mosque according to the taught in Islam? Or directly 

convert it as a heritage mosque with only for tourism purpose? If yes, what and how those old mosque get 

protection from laws and which party will  be in charge? The result of my study are indicating the challenges, 

obstacles, result and some case study that some organization made contribution to these old mosque. 

 

2. Mosques In Islam: 

Mosque were a educational centre that allow the new comers of the faith to learn and join  about the Islamic 

lesson from Quran which related to its values and morals that bring the Muslim character to be good and polite. 

Religion education are sometime been provided in mosque which can be full time and part. This education are 

different from normal, it only focusing on Islamic taughts. The classes that available in a mosque Madrassahs 

Arabic classes, classes on the Shariah, the hadith, the Sunnah, Tafsir (Quranic interpretation) and history in 
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Islamic (Utaberta, N., 2009). By this way, it will increase the knowledge of Islam and draw them closer to their 

belief. Muslim children are encourage to attend this course centre however they were welcome who care to 

learn.  Which can implanted the faith as it can make them to understand more about Islam. Library are provided 

in Mosque too which offer books which helps to expand knowledge on Islamic studies. Education is thought of 

as very important in Islam and is very important to mosques too as it is often thought that the Minaret is shaped 

like a pen/pencil which is thought of as representational of education (Rasdi, M.T.H.M. and N. Utaberta, 

2010). Some Mosque were providing classes for women which offer courses on cooking, sewing etc. This can 

be for both knowledge or pleasure but it also can help the woman socialize and communicate which she may not 

get much chance to do especially if she is married and has children. 

Besides, Mosque were also the place where host charity event and dinner for earning contribution in 

financial for Muslim community yet to bring along the community together and increase their unite (Ferrarotti, 

F., et al., 1988. Bazaars sometimes were been organize in a mosque where all Muslim community can shop for 

Islamic commodities. Mosques are main location of Muslim society, they are also using this place to collect 

Zakat. This is a duty and responsible  for every Muslims that are consider affordable. During the Eid ul-Fitr 

holiday, zakat were collected to helps the poor members in Muslims community to have a better life and 

encourage them attend the prayers and celebrations associated with the holiday with them so  that they do not 

been abandon from the society. During the Ramadan month ,all Muslims are welcome to the mosque as it can be 

a trying time for people non-muslim and it is a time where u can rely on fellow Muslims who are too fasting. 

Poor people are welcoming to the Mosques to enjoy together even share the contribution with other since during 

Ramadan seen as especially honourable.  Beside,  marriage services take place in mosques however (Asif, N., et 

al., 2015).  

Some Mosque also providing a counselling activity which offer support in the Muslim community family 

/relationship problems and giving advise to them which may be bothering someone. Normally, iman, the head of 

the mosque will give the counseling to the problem and identify the aim with respect to ones beliefs. He will 

give suggestion and some teachings based on his Islamic teaching to strengthen the emotional control based on 

situation. Giving suggestion to gain insight into act, think and feel, shows and helps to express emotions. Help 

also to work out the way to solve problems , and adopt to accept what cannot be changed , shows, helps and 

supports . Turn someone become empowered to act.  Mosques may also help the one with legal problems such 

as visa problems. They are also very welcoming of travellers and welcomes them as part of the community 

offering them food, clothing ,a place to stay during old time (Rasdi, M.T.H.M., 1998).  

 

3. The new function of old mosque in new modern era and the challenges face during the conversation: 

The selected mosques are situated in different areas of the Walled City of Lahore and Melaka, Malaysia and 

each of them is a masterpiece besides having a historical background. 

 

 

Fig. 1: (Clockwise) 1. Nevien Mosque 2. Masjid Saleh Kamboh 3. Masjid Kampung Laut    4. Masjid Tengkera 
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According to Rashid Malik, a local from Walled City of Lahore, said government do not take of this 

historical mosque. He said the mosque was worth declaring a protected monument but WCLA was paying no 

attention to it. WCLA should preserve the mosque, which could be one of popular tourist destinations in Lahore 

for tourism purpose. The generally function of old mosque have change from a praying place to a tourist place. 

It is because they are not allow to destroyed it yet do not have any party willing to take responsibility to take 

care of it. 

At last, these mosque are convert into tourism porpose which consider as a tourism visit place that 

introduce the traditional mosque to foreigner. Beside, Tengkera mosque had convert to religion school that 

operating at day time to continue its function and can contribute to society. Furthermore, it do not totally convert 

into religion school, but it also still active as a mosque that praying for the Muslims which means are dual 

function in a mosque. 

Beside, it also converted into preventable heritage and culture building. Example, Masjid Kampong Laut 

purposely  shift the mosque to a safer place to avoid the damage and destroy from the development of new 

modern era and the flood problem that occur in that location. 

There are some  action or step that took by society to preserved the old mosque. 

Firstly, based to the Act, Cultural Heritage. It have separate into two part: tangible and intangible form of 

cultural assets. Tangible means something that can be seen and calculate such as area, monument and buildings. 

Intangible heritage are non-visible such expression, languages, performances, which are related to the cultural to 

the Malaysia' heritage. All tangible and intangible cultural and activity can be recorded as the property in 

National Heritage. In section 67(Utaberta, N., 2009), National Heritage property have classified into nine 

sections for potential heritage  assets: 

i. The important in history , partnership and related to history in Malaysia 

ii. The unique and good design even the aesthetic in architecture 

iii. The technical innovation  in science or achievements 

iv. The cultural association and social heritage environment 

v. Potential education , description or provide further scientific investigation that related to 

Malaysia Heritage 

vi. The importance in exhibiting a richness, diversity or unusual integration of features 

vii. Unique, tangible or intangible cultural heritage rarity or natural heritage , underwater cultural heritage 

viii. A representative of the site as a class or object or part of the site or object type 

ix. Any other matter that can  identify the cultural heritage connotation (Johar,  S., et al., 2007). 

 

This ambition to protect the heritage that remained in Malaysia and urgent priority of modernisation should 

not be contradictory. The image of protecting the heritage in a urban fabric are isolationist reaction in the 

modernity, a withdrawal inward, and conscious the growth in the contrary, the heritage can be used as attraction 

in developing the urban. Protection of cultural heritage and mobility to the future or modern are not contrast but 

should be parallel. Addition, the increases of tall building modern building such as skyscrapers and even modern 

mosque are design with polished facades are the threats to the traditional building like old mosque and human 

life in a city. However, The memory from the historical and culture would be forgotten by the modernisation in 

the city even the promoting the irrelevant event to the sightseers and tourists. The ambition to present and 

promote the history in a city are should always been practice. They have to be complement with modern and the 

past simultaneously.  

 

There are some achievement that been achieve:- 

Firstly, 

The result with optimistic were achieved in the recent years. Stakeholders were found in the city and work 

hard together in promoting the spirit of protecting the heritage buildings with the NGOs, private developers and 

government agents. The agency such as UNESCO had introduce of  cultural capital, in Loas for the Agence 

Francaise de Development (AFD), in Turkey for theJapan Bank for International Co-operation (JBIC), or in 

Yemen for the Gesellschaft furTechnische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ - German Technical Co-operation). Yet it 

achieve an encouraging results in this aspects. 

The protection of heritage or old building such as old mosques should be work as a drivers for local 

development. This can be help to increase the economy aspect of the country and boost the development of 

tourism in city. World Heritage List have stated the improvement of the tourism industry and heritage wealth 

from the local authorities. The potential heritage properties have bring a lot visitors from domestics and 

overseas. It is because this made their trip more meaningful by understanding more heritage that only can get in 

Malaysia such as Masjis Tengkera in Malacca. This also provide a education opportunity to the younger's than 

appreciate the history and learn from history by observing the changes from old time to current modernism. 
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Conclusion: 

This analysis on the initial function and the changes of function of old mosque in new modern era. The use 

and positioning of the various elements and images are accordance with the  finding of  Ahmad, A.G. related to 

the new function or the new activity of old mosque such as Masjid Tengkera so that do not been abandon in new 

era [8]. The developing country always abandon old stuffs. Hence, to survive in this era, mosques have to 

introduce new activity so that remain in society. For heritage, culture, tourism or education.  

Then, the initial function and understanding the pure taught of Islam help to identify the usage of old 

mosque and identify the new function and activity from the tough of Quran and etc. So that, the new function is 

acceptable in the society and respect the initial taught of Islam. 

Lastly, the challenges when converting the mosque and the lows protected under the Act, Cultural Heritage, 

and the prevented mosque in UNESCO so that the heritage and cultural building can be protected under the 

laws. 

Overall, the study of this paper is to understand the understand the initial lesson of Islam so that do not 

wrong applying new activities , knows the do and don't in Islam, the evaluating the new function or activity in 

old mosque so that can remain survive in new era, know the challenges and protected laws that related in 

protecting old mosques. 
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